ICT for Empowering PWDs
Everyone counts
Vision and Target Groups

Vision

*ICT for an inclusive, equitable, open and participatory knowledge society.*

Mission

*Utilizing ICTs to improve the quality of life for people with disabilities by providing access to information and knowledge, new employment and socialization opportunities.*
Strategy framework

Participation
Empowerment
Inclusion

Services
Research, Development and Innovation
Infrastructure

EDUCATION
TRAINING
EMPLOYMENT
Developing supporting policies for ICT accessibility

Developing the ICT accessibility in cooperation with the ITU

Developing a Model policy for ICT accessibility in education in cooperation with G3ict
Provide better services and enhance services accessibility

Develop a High Accessible Portal for the Ministry of ICT

www.tamkeen.com
The 1000 schools for PWDs initiative

Promote equality in educational opportunities

Support the technological accessibility of centers for PwDs at all public universities
Promote equality in educational opportunities

The 1000 schools for PWDs initiative

Schools for the visually impaired

Centers for PWDs at Public universities

Inclusion School at Fayoum Governorate

Schools for the hearing impaired
Provide better employment opportunities

Training and Qualifying for Employment

ICDL

Training for Employment

Total

- Ongoing training
- Graduates
- Total
- Employed

Graph showing the number of people in training and employment.
Provide better employment opportunities

Training and Qualifying for Employment

The ICDL Grant

The Training for Employment Grant

Graduation 2013 and 2014: Minister of ICT and the EU Ambassador Honored the graduates

Graduation 2015: Egyptian Prime Minister honored the graduates
Promote ICT research, development, and innovation to serve PWDs

Innovation competition for ICT and mobile applications for PwDs

Money Reader for the Visually Impaired

Controlling the wheel chair using the mobile

The Unified Educational Sign Language Digital Dictionary
Promote ICT research, development, and innovation to serve PWDs

Innovation competition for ICT and mobile applications for PWDs

Teaching Arabic and Math for deaf Children

Takhatob: Mobile app to facilitate communication between deaf and non-deaf

Job matching portal

The Deaf Interpreter
Promote International Cooperation and knowledge exchange.

The Annual International Conference and Exhibition on ICT4PwDs

March 2012

April 2013

April 2014

April 2015
Promote International Cooperation and knowledge exchange

- **June 2013**: G3ict M-enabling summit-Washington DC.

- **September 2013**: ITU- Geneva

- **March 2014**: WTDC- Dubai

- **November 2014**: UNESCO- Delhi

- **February 2015**: ITU- Geneva

- **May 2015**: ITU- Geneva

- **June 2015**: G3ict M-enabling summit-Washington DC.
Promote International Cooperation and knowledge exchange.

Developing ICT Accessibility Policies and Strategies

- Developing ICT based assistive technologies which support the Arabic language
- Capacity building for ICT designer and developers in the area of ICT accessibility
- Advising Governments and other entities in ICT accessibility affairs

Strategic Objectives for the Regional ICT Center for PwDs

Arab Republic of Egypt
Ministry of Communications and Information Technology
Thank you

www.tamkeen.gov.eg